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ABSTRACT

The paper* considers common youth leisure activities in traditional Karelian culture, from the point of view both of the culturally prescribed norms and the actual
behaviour. Special attention is paid to official and social adolescent development
frameworks and to reflection of these age-related stages in folk vocabulary. The
paper uses a large number of recently published and unpublished ethnographic
and folkloristic sources. The authors come to the conclusion that in Karelian culture
there is a specific age-group framework for adolescence, as well as gender-related
differences between male and female behavioural patterns. The paper shows that
girls had to undertake more varied tasks than boys as, on the one hand, they were
to play socially prescribed roles and follow moral obligations, remaining modest
and, on the other hand, had to be active in order to get married and give birth to
children.
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INTRODUCTION

Leisure activities play a significant role in young people’s lives as it is during adolescence that many lifestyle habits are formed and, not infrequently, their future socio-cultural status is founded. The concept of leisure activities depends on the epoch, includes
ethnical and national features within social groups.
The paper aims to describe traditions in the joint leisure activities of young people in
traditional Karelian culture in the second half of the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
mechanism of cultural socialisation becomes most visible in initiation rituals, which set
a conditional border between age periods. Northern European peoples did not have
rituals similar to those in Africa. Initiation rituals (for example girls’ spring rituals) were
organised to show the transition to a new age status, although it was not looked upon
as a separate ceremony (Bernshtam 1988; Bayburin 1993: 60). Meanwhile, the adolescent development stage was traditionally restricted by specific social norms, different
for girls and boys, with local variations across the territory of Karelia. Investigation
into this subject allowed us to systematise youth leisure activities through an account
of social seasonal leisure traditions, understand cultural and gender socialisation, and
acquire deeper knowledge of the local ethnic history and traditional culture.
We do not make unjustified conclusions and agree with Lila Abu-Lughod’s (1991)
principle of the “ethnography of the particular”, in which she postulates the presence of
various traditions within local cultures. Youth customs and mantic practices (for example fortune telling) have been left out of the scope of the paper as they might become the
subject matter for independent investigation.
HISTOR IOGR APHIC REFERENCE AND SOURCES

Russian rural leisure time is widely represented in the ethnographic literature devoted
to the study of social life and rural cultural traditions. Publications by Ivan Snegiryov,
Alexandr Tereshchenko, Dmitry Zelenin, Petr Efimenko made in the 19th and early
20th centuries deserve special mention. They describe the rural leisure activities of the
Russian population of all age-groups on the basis of the evidence collected. In the 20th
century, Vladimir Chicherov, Vladimir Propp, Vera Sokolova and Tatyana Bernshtam
studied rural leisure pastime in the context of local public opinion. The study by Bernshtam (1988) deserves special mention as it reports on the place and role of young people and defines their functions in household labour and ritual spheres of life in prerevolutionary rural Russia.
Some Karelian ethnographers who studied adolescent leisure pastimes in connection
with the lifecycle customs of rural communities considered them to be the first phase of
wedding ceremonies (Surkhasko 1977; Ivanova and Mironova 2014; A. Konkka 2015).
Material gathered among the Livvi-Karelian population coincide with some examples from the Vepsian data due to their mutual cross-cultural influence (Vinokurova
1994). Publications by Finnish ethnographers describing earlier empirical evidence are
thought to be of considerable importance for the present investigation (Virtaranta 1958;
1964; Koponen et al. 1983; Joki and Jeskanen 1993). The complex study by Matti Sarmela
(1989), devoted to Finnish folklore, with accounts of linguistic, ethnographic and folk86
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loristic sources, is of special value. Our paper also considers the gender approach used
in publications by Finnish folklorists who studied bodily and cultural aspects of sexuality and the female magical power (väki) of lempi (Apo 1998; Stark 1998; Keinänen 2003).
Studies by historians on Karelian youth socialisation mainly consider marriage age,
peculiarities of wedding markets and inter-confessional marriage (Hämynen 1993;
Smirnova 2002; Chernyakova 2003; Shikalov 2010; 2013). Olga Ilyukha (2007) has reconstructed childhood in the Karelian villages. This interdisciplinary study uses historical,
ethnographic and anthropological data, and contains valuable material concerning people’s descriptions of childhood and adolescence.
According to the purpose of the study, the sources have been divided into three
wide-ranging categories: legal documents, ethnographic and folkloristic sources, and
linguistic data. The first category includes the official legislative acts that regulated the
legal capacity of young people in the Russian Empire, as well as the rules of common
law for Karelians, which prescribed a wider scope and variation of rules.
Ethnographic and folkloristic records present the second group and describe some
of the leisure activities of young people. These were recorded by Russian and Finnish
ethnographers in the second half of the 19th and early 20th centuries and were published either as separate volumes or as articles in local Karelian periodicals. This group
also includes field materials gathered by researchers from the Institute of Linguistics,
Literature and History during expeditions to various Karelian regions in the first half of
the 20th century. These materials can be found in the Scientific Archives of the Karelian
Research Centre, RAS (further, SA KaRC). The materials are of special value as they
contain complex evidence concerning history, culture and everyday life in the Karelian
population. Recordings of the field trips remained unstudied by researchers for a long
time as they had not been systematised.
Linguistic data are included in the third group, represented by Karelian dictionaries (Koponen et al. 1983; Makarov 1990; Joki and Jeskanen 1993; Fedotova 2000) and
by a specific kind of source – samples of Karelian dialects. Samples were collected to
study the primary Karelian language. However, they contain other linguistic data, and
ethnographic and folkloristic recordings, because of the wide range of topics that were
touched upon during the open interviews.
The materials are organised diachronically and reveal transformations in patterns
of youth social activities. The groups of sources above were interpreted using textual
analysis and the method of complex examination of folklore. The latter combines different types of source, and data from various fields of the humanities, in order to study
folkloric plots, motifs and images. While analysing folklore related sources relevant
to this study, linguistic and ethnographic data were also applied. Neonila Artemovna
Krinichnaya’s (2014) scholarly works devoted to Russian mythology were written in
the same vein. Including the categories of ethnos, gender, age and status in the analysis
allowed us to improve our understanding of Karelian youth community, study norms
and prescriptions, as well as identifying variations thereof.
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THE TER R ITORY UNDER SCRUTIN Y

Before 1917 Karelia did not exist on the administrative and territorial map of Russia.
In the 19th and early 20th centuries, this name was informally applied to areas mainly
inhabited by the Karelian population. Karelia is traditionally divided into three ethnocultural zones: Southern, Middle, and Northern Karelia. The first ethno-cultural zone
was formed in close contact with Russian and Vepsian cultures; Southern Karelians (ethnic sub-groups livvi, livgilaizet ‘Karelians-Livviks’ and lyydi, lüüdi ‘Karelians-Ludiks’)
lived in Olonets and Petrosavodsk Uezds (counties); Northern Karelian culture (the territory known as Vienan Karjala in Finland and as Belomorskaya Karelia in Russian) was
influenced by the Sami and Pomors. Northern Karelians (ethnic sub-group karjalaižet
‘Karelians proper’) populated the western part of Kem’ Uezd of Archangelsk Gubernia
(region). The territory of Central Karelia which included the north-western part of Povenets Uezd of Olonets Gubernia served as a transitional zone between Northern and
Southern Karelia.
A unique historical, cultural and religion landscape with its specific norms and
standards of behaviour is thought to be formed due to administrative and territorial
isolation and the variety of environmental and climatic conditions in Karelia, as well as
the contact zones between ethnic groups. Meanwhile, Karelia was part of the Russian
Empire and formally had to observe its laws and regulations. The official legislation
and rules of common law of the time make it possible to define the scope of ‘young’
and to determine the matching degree of law to local variants within Karelian culture.
THE FRAME OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

Russian law in the late 19th century (1870–1899) stated that individuals younger than 21
were considered children: they were called maloletniye, ‘young children’, until they were
17, and between 17 and 21 they were called nesovershennoletniye, ‘minor children’ (Kantorovich 1899: 1). Transition from one stage to the next was accompanied by increased
legal capacity. As a whole, Russian legislation differentiated the property rights of parents and children (just as with the property rights of spouses). Thus, parental authority
over a child ceased when the parents died or were deprived of possession. Personal
parental authority over a daughter ended when she got married. Parental authority
over son became limited after his separation from the family.
The study of the childhood frameworks by Ilyukha (2007: 52–53) illustrates inconsistency in the law. In a Karelian village, for example, the growth of the second teeth
was looked upon as one of the markers of a child beginning adolescence. The older age
limit of childhood was not clearly defined and had quite a number of local variations,
within the age range of 13–16. In Karelian culture socialisation of children younger than
5–7 years (livv. ilonaigu ‘fun game stage’) generally occurred through games, folklore,
and communication with parents, grandparents and contemporaries with the purpose
of learning family and social traditions and norms. During the ‘fun game stage’, children probably unconsciously copied the patterns of adult activities, while 5–6-year-olds
were trained purposefully, directly and systematically to play ‘male’ and ‘female’ social
roles (Pushkareva 2003: 15).
88
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Children of 7 and 8 years were taught to be responsible for their behaviour. When
they reached the age of 15, new elements were added to their clothes. Younger children
wore only long printed cotton and canvas shirts (in the summer). Seven-year-old boys
tied their shirts round the waist with a belt. In wealthier families, the 7-year-olds began
wearing high boots, waistcoat and neckerchief. Having ploughed the field, an adolescent boy could change his pair of white shorts for dyed trousers. The girls’ clothing of
that time had a more complicated, bright, trim. In joint games, children were united
by gender (Ilyukha 2007: 52). However, 7–8-year-old children did not form a separate
social group, as they were closely connected with the family. This is reflected in the folk
lexis. Boys were called poika (K.p.), brihaččuine (Livv.), poige (Lud.), which denoted ‘boy’
or ‘son’. Girls were called tyttö ‘a girl’, ‘daughter’, or neižlapsi (Livv.), literally, a ‘female
child’. Girls’ childhoods were usually shorter than the boys’ as they were involved in
household chores and care for their siblings sooner. Girls were prepared for maternity
from an early age.
Official legal norms stipulated that it was at the age of 21 that both males and
females acquired full legal capacity. In the Karelian folk tradition, a 16-year-old boy or
girl might be considered täyšivartini, ‘full-grown’, i.e. a person who enjoyed full social
capacity (ibid.: 42). Sometimes, 13–14-year-old young adolescents, mainly girls, could
also join this category.
The girls were allowed to participate in youth festivities from the age of 13, but
for peasant girls only if they suited some informal criteria such as being strapping or
active, or otherwise if they belonged to a well-to-do family (Surkhasko 1977: 43). It
should be noted that Finnish and Veps young people at about the same age, 13–16 years
old, started to form a separate social group: they jointly spent more time at entertainment and birthday parties, danced, participated in swing games and made bonfires.
Moreover, boys and girls went jointly to church, to fairs, and to weddings organised in
nearby villages (Sarmela 1989: 250; Vinokurova 1994: 62).
Local groups of Karelians defined the male and female adolescents who joined the
older social group differently. Thus, unmarried males were called priha (K.p.), briha
(Livv.), or brihač (Lud.). Moreover, the term briha was further used to define a young
man after he was married, until his wife gave birth to a son. The word tyttö continued
to be used for girls, but more often they were addressed as neičyt (K.p.), neidine (Livv.),
neid, neičud (Lud.) – ‘a maiden’. They were talked about in typical fashion: on neikoidu
talois vai olis sulhasi vastah (‘there are maidens in the house, if only there were suitable
grooms for them’) (Koponen et al. 1983: 466).
The onset of menstruation was probably considered the age for a girl to obtain
the status of ‘girl of marriageable age’. Yuriy Shikalov (2013: 93) studied the aspect of
young female’s marriageable age in the Belomorskaya Karelia region and concluded
that northern female Karelians and Sami reached puberty at the age of 15. Jussi Lukkarinen (1933: 162) obtained similar data: the age of menarche depended on the habitat,
ethnicity and socio-economic conditions (including diet). Precise statistics are not available due to the fact that the subject under discussion was taboo in peasant culture.
Physiological changes found their reflection in clothing symbolism: with the onset of
menstruation, the girl was to wear an apron with pockets showing her ability to bear
children (Keinänen 2003: 74).
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Y O U N G P E O P L E ’S J O I N T L E I S U R E A C T I V I T I E S

Male and female adolescents participated in traditional rural festivities and specific
youth fun activities connected with their transitional phase. Bes’odu (Livv., K.p. < Rus.
беседа ‘conversation’, ‘chat’), illačut, illaništujašet, iltakisat, iltatanssit (K.p.) – referred to
below as besyodas – ‘evening gatherings and dancing’ indoors and open-air strolls were
common leisure activities. It could be said that besyoda, as viewed today, became popular with Karelians at the same time as the quick assimilation of the lyric song tradition
(Russian and Finnish), i.e. approximately from the first half to the mid-19th century.
Before that, Karelians organised working day, or so-called ‘spinning’ get-togethers and
päyvykečoi, literally ‘day time get-togethers’. Participating in such kinds of amusement
was an important phase marking the transition of the adolescent to a new status, that of
marriageable girl or bachelor. It should be noted that these were different stages within
one age period.
Vivid characteristics of the unmarried period of neisaika (K.р.), nеizaigu (Livv.) for
girls and prihassusaika (K.р.), or brihastanduaigaine (Livv.) for young men are reflected in
quite a number of folklore texts. Thus, in Karelian joiku,1 which are performed during
wedding ceremonies, the time of courtship (the unmarried period) is represented as
kultani aika, ‘golden age’, laatnoini lauluaika ‘pleasant singing time’, šoma šulhaissušaika
‘wonderful courtship period’, katrilliaika ‘quadrille time’, etc. Girlhood is most colourfully described in wedding laments: nuorukkaiset iloaikaiseni ‘young girl’s times of joy’ or
nuorukkaiset vuakloaikaiseni ‘young girl’s short times’, ihalmot igäizet ‘wonderful years’,
iz’umnoit igäzet ‘sweet raisin years’, kaunehet igäzet ‘beautiful years’, etc. (Lavonen et
al. 1993: 220–221; Stepanova 2004: 79). The use of these epithets during wedding ceremonies was symbolic: they described the different positions of youth before and after
marriage. The ‘time of joy’ and the ‘wonderful years’ gave way to hard labour. Indeed,
this was the period of common practice when young people were released from some
household chores and were supposed to participate in youth festivities and amusements to follow the traditional norms. Older people kept a watchful eye on the fulfilment of such customs (Konkka and Konkka 1980: 99).
The leisure structure included both joint pastime and separate male and female
activities, for example päivükečoi (women’s gatherings) where girls and married peasant
women did their needlework. The objective of the current study is to investigate only
joint gatherings as their analysis may reveal special young male and female behavioural
patterns through the prism of norms and social practice.
Karelian tradition defines besyoda as a youth social gathering, commonly held
indoors. Such get-togethers were year round events, regardless of the season. Traditional winter gatherings started after the end of autumn work in the fields (Blagoveshchenskiy 1876: 135). More commonly, however, they started after the Orthodox Pokrov
holiday (the Feast of the Intercession of the Theotokos) and lasted until Maslenitsa.2
Adolescents could gather for besyoda every day but Saturday, or three times a week, on
Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday (SA KarRC Fond 1, inventory 50, file 1, p. 26; Konkka
and Konkka 1980: 123). The days for gatherings were chosen following the Orthodox
Calendar according to which some days were banned for joyful activities for religious
reasons.
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In winter, male and female adolescents gathered in a log house (mainly at the house
of a single old person), village barn, or bathhouse. Girls were responsible for finding
and renting a room for the gathering, while the boys’ duty was to pay for it (Georgievskiy 1890: 733). In the early 20th century, there was a fixed room rent of 5 kopeks per
bachelor, in a large village Prokkoilu (Prokkoyla) of Syamozero Volost’ (District). At the
same time, the price depended on the connections of a village with the town (for example, some villages in Southern Karelia), and on the prestige of the seat location in the
house. For example, seats below the iconostasis were most expensive, costing 1 rouble;
seats in the middle of the bench cost 50 kopeks and the cheapest seats were closer to the
door (Nikolskiy 1906: 3; Surkhasko 1977: 50). These examples illustrate the establishment of monetary relations in the peasant community, including young people.
Regardless of the method of payment, girls were responsible for arranging the room
and maintaining order in the house. This related to different ways in which communities of girls and boys were localised. Girls’ space was more often in the home, or in
summer outside on a hill, or in a meadow where swings were set up or where they sang
and danced in a circle. Young men strolled, or, as they said, wandered along the streets,
went to visit other villages. The girls’ space was stationary, while the boys’ space was
mobile (Shchepanskaya and Shangina 2005: 13).
For weekday get-togethers, Karelian girls came with their spinning wheels, but
for holiday gatherings they left their needlework at home (Georgievskiy 1890: 743). In
remote villages, the tradition remained unchanged until the 1960s. It should be noted
that in villages located closer to cities and trade routes, the tradition of coming to gatherings with handiwork had already been lost by the early 20th century.
Girls asked their parents’ permission to go to festive besyoda. Karelians-Ludiks
recalled: “In the old days, we were not allowed to go to the besyoda: ‘Father, mother
will you allow me to go to the holiday, or not?’ Father/mother answer: ‘Go with God.
Know how to behave yourself in public.’” (Virtaranta 1964: 39) This practice was the
result of patriarchal traditions, which implied the responsibility of the family for the
girl’s honour and reputation. The phrase “know how to behave yourself in public”
uttered by the parents of a rural peasant girl reminded her that she should behave well
and not lose face even during joyful games. The example illustrates the role of prearranged communicative practices in the upbringing and training of young girls, who
were in this way encouraged to follow the traditions and behavioural prescriptions of
the peasant community. Such prescriptions for boys have not been found in folklore
collections.
A gathering of young people in spring and summer had its own name, kisa, kiža,
which can be translated as ‘dances’, ‘games’ or ‘summer besyoda’. The similarity of
these terms can be explained by the fact that initially the numerous youth games laid
the basis for Karelian besyoda. The most common games among Karelian youth were
puaroil istundu (‘sitting in a pair’) and pitkykiža (‘long game’). Later on, dances and songs
came to dominate the leisure structure. These games were aimed at choosing a partner
and further joint communication activities. In Russian society, the terms igra ‘play’ and
igrat’ ‘to play’ defined the youth lifestyle and behaviour in practically all everyday and
sacral situations, as well as in joint labour and associated amusement practices (in the
field or forest, or at gatherings). Singing was also defined as igra, mainly of the young
people, with acting out: pet’ igraya ‘to sing by playing’, igrat’ po pesne ‘to play according
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to the song’ (Bernshtam 1988: 11). The existence of similar terms shows the typological
similarity of this phenomenon in neighbouring peoples, in this case Russians, Pomors,
Veps and Finns.
A contemporary of such events in late 19th century described this Karelian tradition
as follows:
Young maidens dressed in their best clothes walk in pairs, hand in hand, in a long
line. Gradually, young males join their line, and then maiden’s pairs become split.
[…] The best of them, most fashionably dressed and wealthy, head the line. Then,
there go poorer and poorer pairs. The most miserable conclude the line. In the
course of the event, the girls leave the line several times to change their clothes, so
that some of them have to change as many as six or more times during the evening.
(Minorskiy 1879: 732)
This may suggest that the wealth and welfare of the parental family played a great role
in defining young female and male peasant status and allowed the ‘best’ girls and boys
to be leaders of the youth community.
T H E B E H AV I O U R O F Y O U N G P E O P L E :
NO R M S A N D S O C I A L P R AC T IC E S

The norms of joint youth leisure behaviour depended on the time of gathering (weekday and festive get-togethers, open air festivities), also on local ethnic tradition, and
had gender variations. Weekday get-togethers were, as a rule, modest, and rarely visited by boys. As reported by Karelians from Seesjärvi (Segozero), boys came “with idle
hands”, i.e. without work, sat close to their favourite girls and chatted: “And a lad who
likes a girl is sitting close to her spinning wheel, guarding, talking” (SA KarRC Fond
1, collection 5, file 265, p. 5). Sometimes a boy sought to distract a girl from handicraft.
Thus he did not only show his interest in the girl, but also observed whether she was
skilful at work.3 Judging by the recordings from Southern Karelia, young female and
male adolescents were to sit in different corners of the room: “Open meetings and bes
yoda on weekdays were considered to be indecent and compromised the girl’s dignity”
(SA KarRC Fond 1, inventory 50, file 3, p. 20; Bogdanov 1930: 37).
Festive besyoda were different. Southern Karelians told ethnographers that the
appearance of young men changed the girls’ behaviour: “[T]hey expressed their joy,
became spirited and cheery”. Some would sit together “as a pair, close to each other”,
and “hugged and kissed each other” (SA KarRC Fond 1, inventory 50, file 4, p. 18; ibid.:
file 5, p. 44; Virtaranta 1964: 31). Young people sitting next to each other was looked
upon as the heart of the gathering, the quintessence of the besyoda. A young man could
openly kiss his lass and hug her in all possible ways. During breaks between games, a
girl would sit on her boy’s lap, and he kissed and fondled her. Moreover, if a pair did
not follow this kind of behaviour, they were laughed at (Lukkarinen 1933: 82).
Mikhail Georgievskiy (1890: 743), a teacher in the village of Pühäd’ärvi (Svyatozero)
in Southern Karelia, wrote: “[D]uring besyoda the youth are in their small world: here
they have freedom of speech, there are no constraints, so they can freely express themselves”. Meanwhile, it should be said that there were local variations in the traditions
92
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of Karelian youth behaviour. Thus, in Pomorye and in Belomorskaya Karelia, relatives
came to keep a watchful eye on games and manners, especially of girls. Finnish ethnographer Into Konrad Inha (1911: 134–136) reported in 1894 that during dances, men, married women and the elderly climbed up onto the seni (a small area between the porch
and a living space in a log house) partition, observing and gossiping. Such considerable
differences in behavioural patterns can be explained by the impact of the Old Believers
in Northern and Middle Karelia as these strict canons also affected youth gatherings.
In villages with strong Old Believer4 traditions, youth gatherings were also noted by
restrained behaviour and were under close supervision of elder women (Bernshtam
1988).
In addition to local variants reported above, there were also gender differences in
young male and female behaviour. Thus, during festivities, young male adolescents
were to show such features as boldness, masculinity, physical force. It is interesting
to note that there was an unspoken division of young people into ‘ours’ and ‘outsiders’ as young people from nearby villages came to participate in festive besyoda and
open-air amusements. Some young men were noted to show ‘group bravery’ during
festivities. Young males from the village that organised the besyoda were looked upon
as the hosts. Attack on their authority could provoke fighting. The old timers recollect:
“Earlier, men would often fight” (Makarov 1990: 384). Such acts were a characteristic
element of festive behaviour of young men as they proved their strength and boldness.
Young females, on the contrary, tried to keep their reputation and dignity, which
is reflected in the Karelian proverbs: Ei ole besodas muidu gu minä iče da kuldaine kassu,
‘there is nobody but me and my golden braid at the besyoda’ (Miettinen and Leino
1971: 29). The braid served as a symbol of maidenhood, was the synonym of beauty and
embodied the girl’s honour, innocence and dignity. On the one hand, girls were supposed to stay modest and behave with dignity, while on the other hand feeling at ease
to some extent. Or, put another way: public opinion and future marriage prohibitions
demanded that a girl should stay modest and have good morals, while the behavioural
norms of youth group games required liberty of action.
Apart from certain behavioural patterns in Karelian culture, there was also a set of
rituals and magic actions for young girls to get married when the time came. The magic
of increasing lempi in the period of maidenhood was of special importance. The study of
expressions in the Karelian language and folklore as well as ethnographic evidence has
shown that lempi was initially gender neutral, i.e. applied to both young girls and boys.
Only from the late 19th century did the ritual to increase lempi narrow and started to be
applied only to young girls. Following folk beliefs, a young peasant girl whom young
men invited to play and dance possessed lempi (K.p.), lemmekäs (Livv.), lembekäz (Lud.).
The notion denoted not only physical beauty and sexual appeal, but also a maiden’s
dignity and good name. There was a whole set of ways to increase lempi, described
in detail in archival sources and publications (Surkhasko 1977; Stark 1998; Keinänen
2003; Konkka 2015: 276–288; Ivanova and Mironova 2014: 11–107). As a whole, there
was cumulative ritual codes including spatio-temporal features (midnight – home,
bath, slashed field), particular actions (taking a steam bath), objects (broom) and verbal
magic (spells). Many of those codes were erotic in character, but were approved by the
peasant community as they were leading the maiden to what had been traditionally
predestined.
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The research indicates that young female and male adolescents behaved differently
regarding the tasks they were to realise in the future. Young males were supposed to
develop such qualities as boldness and strength as in future they were supposed to take
responsibility for household economics. Young female behaviour was characterised by
multitasking and increased variability within the framework of prescribed social norms.
Socialisation with boys on weekdays in public was considered indecent and compromised the girl’s dignity. Alongside with this, the unmarried girl could enjoy loose interpretation of the rules during festivities. The girl put on her best clothes, became active
to attract the attention of as many boys as possible. In the village of Pühäd’ärvi, for
instance, there was a notion that if another girl entered a room where another girl was
getting ready for the besyoda, then that girl would not be invited to the dance (kadril’),
which was thought of as a dishonour. Conversely, if a boy or a man entered a girl’s
room then the girl could hope that a boy would ask her for dance. Being lonely during the besyoda was considered humiliating and shameful (Georgiyevskiy 1888: 164;
Blagoveshchenskiy 1878: 1135). These behavioural strategies adopted in the society
were the symbolic capital of young people – the reputation not only of the young people, but also of whole rural communities.
Y O U T H G A T H E R I N G S A S A WAY O F F I N D I N G
A M A R R I A G E PA R T N E R

The main purpose during the premarital period was to find a worthy mate. A widely
used Karelian proverb says: Vesillä venosen mieli, tytön mieli miehoillah, which can be
translated as ‘a boat needs water and a girl needs to get married’ (Miettinen and Leino
1971: 569). Publications and archival sources describe some criteria for choosing a marriage partner, for example social position and wealth were considered essential, and to
get married, the young female and male should be healthy for procreation. Complexion was also considered, especially the girl’s appearance. The Karelian ideal of female
beauty was as follows: strong but flexible constitution, briskness, a round face, big blue
eyes, a rather small nose, thin lips, blond hair (Shikalov 2013: 94). However, diligence
was appreciated above all: Sit on kačo neidine näbei, ruadau kui värtin vieröy, ‘the girl is
beautiful only when she works as the spindle twirls’ (Miettinen and Leino 1971: 308).
Overall, household economics was likely to play the most important role in marriage
as it was looked upon as a certain economic act: accepting a new family member as a
person to work and continue the family line.
‘Older’ young people who remained unmarried were grouped separately as spinsters and bachelors. Local Karelian groups had their own criteria of transition from the
stage of unmarried girl to the stage of spinster. In Southern Karelia as of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, the girls usually married for the first time at the age of 21,
while for young men the average age was 24; in Northern Karelia, the female and male
average ages were 23 and 28 respectively. It was found that the further north a settlement was located the higher was the marital age. This can be explained by a whole set
of socio-economic and cultural factors (Litvin 2013). Unmarried woman were called
vanha tyttö, vanhu neičyt (K.p.) ‘an old girl’, neizakku (Livv.), literally ‘a woman-girl’, isänpenkin istuja (Livv.), literally ‘the one sitting on the father’s bench’ (Makarov 1990: 224).
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In Northern Karelia, it was said of spinster’s that kašša hartiella happanou, i.e. her ‘braid
would rot on her shoulder’ (Fedotova 2000: 71). As was mentioned earlier, the braid was
a symbol of maidenhood that would become ‘rotten’ or ‘lose its power’ if the girl was
not married at a proper age. Thus, rural society gave names with negative connotations
to the unmarried girls. This tradition survived into the 20th century.
What concerns unmarried young men, a smaller number of negative names was
recorded. Such young men could be called vanha poika (K.p.) ‘old boy’, vahnu briha (Livv.)
‘old chap’, brihamies (Livv.) ‘man-guy’ or akatoi ‘the one without wife’. The image of the
man without a wife has been reflected in Karelian proverbs, for example Akatoi elos ku
kellotoi lehmy (‘a man without a wife is like a cow without a bell’); Akatoi elos ku löylytöi
kyly (‘a man without a wife is like a bathhouse without steam’); Аkatoi elos ku päčitöi perti
(‘a man without a wife is like a house without a stove’) (Sinitskaya et al. 2007: 5). These
examples show that a bachelor or a widow was compared with an object that lost its
value and essence in the absence of the other object. Unmarried young men were a rare
case in a traditional village. If a man remained unmarried for a long time, then this was
considered the effect of evil forces, a curse or spoilage. A man’s personal qualities were
seldom taken into account when explaining his unmarried state (Prokopyeva 2005: 669).
Sanctions of the rural community were expressed not only in certain verbal forms
of communication but also had definite economic consequences. The rural community
could dispossess an unmarried young man of the plot of land that was usually allocated
to a male family member. Research suggests that the young community had its own
stages of female and male development with the main purpose being to get married.
Karelian folk vocabulary fixed this transition to a new status. After matchmaking, the
girl was given the ‘title’ of bride. However, the final farewell to girlhood came at the
wedding ceremony. The ‘temporary death’ symbolised change of identity. During the
wedding ritual the bride remained in the suspended state between life and death; she
was passive, dressed by others, led by the arm, lamented over (Konkka 1992; Olson and
Adonyeva 2016). A young boy was also addressed in a different way. He was named
sulhani, sulhoi, ženihhu – ‘groom’. Unlike the girl, the young man remained in his family and did not change his kinship. This can explain why wedding rites focused on the
groom were less complicated.
CONCLUSIONS

Karelian folk culture developed its own adolescent age frames. Along with mastering
household skills, participation in the youth amusement was a significant stage that
marked adolescent transition into a new status, neičyt and priha (‘maiden’ and ‘bachelor’, young people who are not yet married). Karelian folk culture can be characterised
by its own age framework which differed from the official legislation. At the age of
between 13 and 16, young females and males ceased to be called children, they became
adolescents, or ‘full-age young people’. It should be said that the girls’ childhood was
somewhat shorter than the boys’ as they were introduced to housekeeping and looking
after their siblings at an early age. The transition to a new status is reflected in the folk
lexis, clothes, specific youth communication forms and behavioural patterns.
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Young female and male leisure time consisted of participation in traditional rural
festivities, and in youth gatherings connected to their transitional status. Leisure structure included joint pastime and get-togethers separate for girls and boys. In the autumn
and winter, besyodas, get-togethers, were commonly organised indoors, while the
summer and spring period was associated with outdoor amusement and games. This
was the period when young people were released from household and fieldwork.
The youth behaviour rules during gatherings and besyodas depended on a set of
factors, i.e. the time of the gathering, as well as regional and religious traditions. There
were also distinct gender related variations between Karelian female and male youth.
This research revealed that boys tried to show their courage, boldness and physical
strength, while girls were more active in games and dance. At the same time, girls had
to remember that they should protect their honour and dignity, qualities indispensable
to the reputation of the Karelian peasant family. In other words, the young Karelian girl
had to strike a balance between social prohibitions and active play, between modesty
and liberated behaviour.
The choice of behavioural patterns adopted in rural society and the observation of
these patterns were considered symbolic youth capital, i.e. the reputation of a girl or
boy both in the youth community and in the wider rural community of the village. In
contrast, refusal to participate in the traditional action algorithm, i.e. marriage, assumed
the imposition of certain sanctions by the rural society because a young man or a girl
had not yet completed their transition to the status of married man (muzhik) or married
woman (baba).
Abbreviations
K.p. – Karelian Proper dialect
Livv. – Livvi dialect of the Karelian language
Lud. – Ludic dialect of the Karelian language
NOTES
1 A genre of the Karelian folklore, musical and poetic solo improvisation.
2 Pancake week/Shrovetide, an ancient Slavic holiday celebrated during the week before Lent.
In the folk calendar of eastern Slavic and neighbouring peoples it is marked as the end of winter
and the beginning of spring.
3 Testing the housekeeping skills was organised during the matchmaking ceremony: the
matchmakers (svaty) tried to distract a young peasant girl’s attention when she was making
dishes for guests by interrupting her and interfering in the process of cooking.
4 A set of religious movements in the Russian Orthodox Church that rejected the church
reform undertaken between the 1650s and 1660s.
SOURCES
SA KarRC – Scientific Archive of Karelian Research Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences
[НА КарНЦ – Научный архив Карельского научного центра Российской академии наук]:
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